Glance Pay, the Mobile Rewards & Payment App of
Vancouver’s Award-Winning Restaurants
March 9, 2017 – Vancouver, B.C. – Glance Technologies Inc. (CSE:GET.CN /
FKT:GJT) (OTCQB:GLNNF) would like to congratulate eleven of its partnering
restaurants for winning top spots in the Georgia Straight’s Golden Plates Awards for
2017.
Selected by readers of the Georgia Straight, Canada’s largest urban weekly,
restaurants across Metro Vancouver are ranked and awarded every year through a
number of categories. Categories reflect the variety of multi-cultural cuisines, dining
experiences, and unique neighbourhood eateries that make up Vancouver’s burgeoning
culinary scene.
2017 Golden Plates Award Winning Glance Pay Restaurants include:
● Best eatery with live entertainment: Frankie’s Italian Kitchen, Blue Martini
Jazz Cafe
● Best restaurant to hang out on a rainy day, Best restaurant for a 3 am meal,
Best gluten-free, Best vegetarian, Best veggie burger, Best vegan-friendly: The
Naam
● Best Chef in the City: Trevor Bird of Fable & Fable Diner, ranked 2nd best in
Vancouver.
● Best comfort food, Best diner: Fable Diner
● Best Lebanese & Best Middle Eastern: Nuba
● Best bistro: The Oakwood Canadian Bistro
● Best chicken: JUKE
● Best Latin American: Chicha
● Best Barbeque: Dixie’s
● Best Surrey, Delta, White Rock, and Langley restaurant: Tap Restaurant
● Best New Westminster, Port Moody, Coquitlam, or Port Coquitlam restaurant:
Wild Rice
Go to www.GlancePay.com to learn more about these award winning restaurants
and their rewards programs.

Go to http://www.straight.com/goldenplates/2017/winners to view the entire list of
Golden Plates 2017 Winners.
Glance Pay is pleased to partner with these recognized restaurants to offer fast, easy
payments and exclusive promotions and rewards all directly on the customer’s mobile
device. With Glance Pay’s integrated in-app star rating system and restaurant discovery
feature, guests can continue to rate and inform their dining experiences through review
sites such as Yelp and Trip-Advisor anytime they dine with the Glance Pay app.
About the Georgia Straight
The Georgia Straight is Canada’s largest urban weekly that has been covering lifestyle
and entertainment news in Metro Vancouver for over 50 years. It holds a circulation of
816,000 unduplicated readers and site visitors to their print and website publications per
week.
About Glance Technologies Inc.
Glance Technologies owns and operates Glance Pay, a streamlined payment system
that allows customers to pay their restaurant bill instantly with their mobile device and
that combines in app messaging with social media marketing. Glance Pay
revolutionizes how smartphone users choose where to dine, settle their restaurant bills,
access their payment records and interact with their favourite restaurants. Glance Pay
intends to become the industry standard as one of the four pillars in restaurant
payments, beside credit cards, debit cards and cash. Glance is building a valuable
network of restaurants and consumers, and offers targeted in app marketing, customer
feedback, in restaurant messaging, custom rewards programs, search engine
optimization and social media promotions and management for restaurants. For more
information about Glance, please go to Glance Technologies website.
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